Abstract -In
INTRODUCTION
The concept of graph labeling was introduced by Rosa in 1967 [6] . A graph labeling is an assignment of integers to the vertices or edges or both subject to certain condition(s). If the domain of the mapping is the set of vertices (or edges), then the labeling is called a vertex labeling (or an edge labeling). In the intervening years various labeling of graphs have been investigated in over 2000 papers [4] . The concept of cordial labeling was introduced by I. Cahit [2] . The concept of duplicate graph was introduced by E. Sampathkumar and he proved many results on it [7] . The concept of signed product cordial labeling was introduced by J. BaskarBabujee and he proved that many graphs admit signed product cordial labeling. K. Thirusangu, P.P. Ulaganathan and B. Selvam, have proved that the duplicate graph of a path graph is Cordial [8] .K. Thirusangu, P.P. Ulaganathan and P. Vijayakumar have proved that the duplicate graph of Ladder graph , is cordial , total cordial and prime cordial [9] .
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give the basic notions relevant to this paper. 
Illustration:

Fig.3 Example of bistar and
Remark:
TheExtended duplicate graph of Bistar has 4m + 4 vertices and 4m+3 edges. 
Illustration:
IV. Conclusion:
We proved that the duplicate graph of triangular ladder, the extended duplicate graph of bistar and the extended duplicate gtraph of the double star admit signed product cordial labeling.
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